
 

 

Verizon telephonic Interview questions 

1) do you have 3 yes experience in selenium?   

2) how much you can rate your self in java   

3) okay will start with java and he started asking about interface concept  

4) is one interface can extends another interface  

5) is interface implements or extends?  

6) how can we define methods in interface ? How good are u in SQL ?  

7) rate urself in SQL?  

8) what is the frame work using in ur project? Project explanation?  

9) did u work with only cucumber framework from the beging ?  

10) didn't you work with any other frameworks?  

11) mouse over actions  

12) alerts  

13) how to access a values using xpath if its changing randomly  

14) how to identify or how to find the parent link using child xpath  

15) dropdown how u can print all values at a time  

16) who is scrum master  

17) tell me some interface in selenium  

18) what webdriver driver= new Firefox driver(); explain each word what is webdriver what is driver 

and what is Firefoxdriver();  

19) can we execute a program without constructor ?  

20) what is a default constructor?  

21) did we define constructor or it will create automatically?  

22) sample a =new sample(); what is sample() in the above syntax?  

23) system.out.println(); explain each word what its ment for?  

24) how days notice period you have?  

25) where is your company?  



 

 

26) are you able to relocate?  

27) what do you want me to write feedback about you in this paper?  

28) try to concentrate more all the best 

 

HR-round 

1) how are you?  

2) what do you know about hexaware  

3)what is your total experience?  

4) where you are working?  

5) tell me about the company you are working  

6) why you are looking for job change  

7) what all are your hobbies  

8) what you used to in your free time?  

9) do you have any back locks?  

10)How much you are expecting package? Is it negotiable  

11) if it's negotiable how much?  

12) what is your native ? Why you want to work in Chennai instead of Hyderabad  

13) are you committed with any relationship?  

14) are you okay to travel whenever its required for 3 months /4 months to pine or some other 

location  

15) achievements in School time?  

16) do you have any questions for me? 


